#Love makes your heart skip a beat. It is the emotion that fills every manner of poem, book, song and type of art. We celebrate love with Valentine’s Day… but think past that to the ways we can fill our world with this special feeling. From coloring a nursery with gray and off-white prints expressions of love to making a classic red and white quilt, the clean, graphic prints and color palette make this collection perfect for every day you’re in love. And that’s every day, right?
• 100% Premium Cotton  • 20 Prints
JR's, LC's, MC's and PP's include two each of sku.

PH 667/PH 667G #Love  Size: 15½" x 23½"

PH 668/PH 668G Red and Right  Size: 16" x 16"
mini-charm friendly!

Delivery: Nov. 2016